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Article – word count 1092 – Client keywords – avoid constipation 

Tips on Avoiding Constipation   

Constipation is a common issue among many people.  Constipation is often defined as having three or less bowel 

movements each week.  Sometimes it is referred to as costiveness, dyschezia, or dyssynergic defecation, but the 

implications are quite the same for the patient experiencing them: cramping, feelings of bloating or fullness and infrequent 

or hard to pass bowel movements.  The patient’s stool may be hard and dry. Constipation is a painful symptom with many 

possible causes, although two of the most usual causes of constipation that need that result in medical treatment are 

obstructed defecation and slow colonic transit.  Although very uncomfortable, it normally lasts only a short time and is not 

serious.  If you believe you have chronic constipation or are having a problem overcoming the issue on your own, you 

should seek medical advice or possible treatment, as the severity of complications can run from minor to severe.  It has 

always been said that constipation is an issue that is much easier to avoid than it is to reverse, so knowledge is key when 

you want to avoid constipation before it hits you. 

There are a great variety of measures you can take to decrease your likelihood of experiencing this painful condition.  

First to be discussed is your diet.  A fiber-rich diet is a great and fairly simple way to greatly reduce your odds of getting 

constipated.  The reason this is such a simple thing to do is the availability of and flavorful options you have in promoting 

a high-fiber diet.  Fiber is the part of plants that your body can not digest, which actually aids in your body’s digestion.  

You can add fiber to your diet naturally by enjoying more fruits, vegetables, whole grains, beans, seeds and nuts.  Fruits 

and vegetables that are considered particularly beneficial to a high-fiber diet are blackberries and raspberries, prunes, 

pears with skin, artichokes, peas, spinach, raw carrots and broccoli.  Almost any type of beans will offer a fairly high 

amount of fiber as well.  Grains and nuts such as dry roasted peanuts, wheat bran cereal, dry oat bran, oatmeal and 

shredded wheat are also wonderful sources of fiber.  Always add fiber to your diet slowly, as it does cause gas for many 

people.  Add in small increments to see if you suffer from gas issues.  If you do, there are a number of gas reducing 

products that will help relieve gas-related discomfort.  Foods that contain lactic acid seem to have a beneficial effect on 

the body’s intestinal activity, which means yogurts, sauerkraut, and kefir should make it on the grocery list.  You should 

try to eat at least three carbohydrate-rich portions of foods per day, using whole-grain choices or potatoes at least twice. 

Good examples of carbohydrate-rich foods are whole grain breads, potatoes, brown rice, grains, or pastas, especially 

whole grain pastas.  Another very helpful aspect of your diet to address is fluid intake.  Drinking plenty of fluids, water 

especially, will help to hydrate your digestive track and create a natural stool softener.  Adding foods to your diet or 

changing a less healthy diet is an easy, natural way to help keep you comfortable and your bowels working smoothly.     

Another step to maintaining good digestion and avoiding constipation lies in exercise and sleep.  An active body works 

more efficiently and regular exercise builds and maintains healthy body and organ systems.  Be sure to work those abs and 

lower abdomen muscles around the pelvic area too, as doing so provides help in working your waste through your system.  

The more your body moves, the easier it moves the matter within you.  In addition, ensuring you get enough rest will also 

allow your body to work to its fullest potential, which provides helpful benefit to all aspects of your life. 



 
Here are a few other key factors and tips in the battle to avoid constipation.  Foods choices that you might try to avoid 

would be white rice, bananas, chocolate, strong black teas, and cooked carrots.  A good rule of thumb when planning your 

diet is to use as much produce as possible in its raw form.  For every 2 portions of fruit and vegetable you eat each day, 

try to make sure at least one is raw.  The liquids you choose to drink can also have an impact on your digestive system.  

You should always opt for unsweetened drinks and non-alcoholic beverages.  Alcohol acts as a diuretic, further drying out 

your digestive system, actually raising your chances of having constipation.  You should try not to eat more than one 

high-fat meal per day, keeping foods like deep-fried or breaded foods, cheese dishes, fried potatoes, sausage, cream sauce, 

puff pastry, cakes, and chocolate.  Keeping high-fat food intake to a moderate level will help your body avoid 

constipation.  As simple as it seems, always take a few moments every day to use the bathroom, uninterrupted, when you 

can relax as much as possible, allowing your body adequate time to fulfill the duties it needs to.  Many people keep a very 

stressful, full schedule that doesn’t always allow time for leisurely bathroom visits or to even take a short break just to let 

themselves unwind.  Stress and over-filled schedules can be a big contributor to constipation.  If you do not allow your 

body the time it needs to recharge and reinvigorate, eventually it just isn’t as easy for it to keep up its normal functions. 

Although dietary changes are beneficial, it is just as important to maintain a healthy eating cycle.  Always eat three meals 

a day and allow for a healthy snack too.  When your body is used to working on a regular schedule, it normally tends to 

react to changes within that usual structure.  If you know your regular schedule will be disrupted for some reason, add in 

some fiber or work in a little more walking time between tasks to help compensate for the disruption to your system.  

Traveling is a known culprit of causing constipation.  Always make time for bathroom breaks and never ignore the feeling 

of needing to use the restroom.  If your body feels ready to go, listen to it.  The consistency of eating a healthy diet and 

maintaining the regularity of your diet and schedule are important factors in keeping a happy digestive system that will 

function regularly and keep constipation away.  With small changes to your diet, schedule and a little added physical 

activity, you should be able to avoid constipation and enjoy a better level of energy and prosper in the benefits of better 

health overall. 

 

 

 

Article - 732 word count – Request for content detailing personal genealogy studies and experiences 

Genealogy Adventures – the Family Line I Never Knew 

In the time I've been researching my personal ancestry, I've come across many roadblocks, jumped many hurdles, and 

spent plenty of time sifting through page after page of information only a history buff would even care to know existed. 

Considering that my mother was raised by a family other than the biological one, I've had very little to go on in many 

cases, causing frustration and lowering my expectations of ever finding a breakthrough at some points. With all of that in 

mind, I still truly feel that every hour I've ever spent doing this is well worth all I've learned.  

While many relatives I've contacted have proven to be less than even slightly interested, others have been a true joy to 

meet. Sometimes during a research slump, something wonderful can happen. One case in point would be the branch of the 

tree no other relative I contacted seemed to know anything about. My great-grandfather, a self-employed barber, had only 

been with my great-grandmother for a short while. It seemed they'd stayed together just long enough to result in the birth 

of twins, one that would one day become my biological grandmother. Nobody had much to say when I asked about this 

man, but it didn't stop me from trying to dig deeper. I discovered that he had two older sons that had remained a part of his 

life until his death. In spite of finding key documents desired by any family tree creator, I had little else to go on. The two 

sons had popular names and were proving quite hard to trace. I wondered if I'd ever be able to find out more about my 

great-grandfather or these great-uncles. I continued to sit at a dead-end and began focusing on other areas of the tree. Then 

it happened - a breakthrough!  



 
My breakthrough came in the form of an e-mail from a stranger. A woman contacted me because she had seen my family 

tree on Ancestry.com and realized that we appeared to have a relative in common…a rather closely related one. The 

woman who contacted me turned out to be the daughter of one of those very same half-uncles I'd been hunting for! I was 

ecstatic! After a couple of e-mails to make sure we had the right people for certain, we began sharing some of our family 

history finds. Had it not been for Ancestry.com, neither of us may have ever known that we each had branches of our tree 

we had no idea even existed. Until that point, she had not known of the existence of my grandmother and her twin sister. I 

had no idea there were other children that had been left by my great-grandfather as well.  

My cousin has since provided some of my most treasured historical documents and even photos of the great-uncles I'd 

been searching for! It turns out that my great-grandfather had at least two other children he'd left before marrying my 

great-grandmother. Then my new-found cousin introduced me to another cousin, the daughter of one of my great-

grandfather's other children. She had a photo of my great-grandfather, the man nobody I could find had ever seen a photo 

of! When I opened that email and saw his face, there was no denying he was related! The similarities in some 

characteristics were undeniable. I knew right then, ever minute I'd spent searching and sifting was worth it. My family and 

I finally saw a photograph of my mother's biological grandfather, the first time ever for any of us, all thanks to having met 

our newly-found cousins online. If I'd not completed and posted all of the data I had, there would have been no tree for her 

to have linked to.  

I'm very happy to report that the new-found cousins and I have been staying in contact and continue to share emails and 

exchange our interesting genealogical finds. It took years for my cousins' and my family trees to connect, but I couldn't be 

happier that they finally did. I believe everyone should start a family tree. History is so important, and wherever your 

family has been, they have an interesting story, a history just waiting to be uncovered. When you start a search for your 

ancestry, you never know what you're going to find. You may think you do, but a surprise can be waiting with the next 

fact you uncover.  

 

 

 

 

Feature Article - 2172 word count – Published for movie related site content 

An In-Depth Analysis of Western Heroes from The Searchers and Unforgiven 

Examining the Portrayal of the Heroes of Two Popular Western Films 

The Western heroes of Ford's "The Searchers" and Eastwood's "Unforgiven" are portrayed in completely different ways. 

Although they exhibit some similar traits at certain times, the hero of "Unforgiven," Will Munny, is a very different type 

of person than "The Searchers'" Ethan Edwards. In order to illustrate the drive, personality traits and overall character of 

these men, it is necessary to look at them individually.  

In John Ford's "The Searchers," we are presented with an Old West style hero. Ethan Edwards is a hate-driven, racist 

outlaw. He goes on a quest to avenge the deaths of his loved ones and to find his captured niece. Ethan is a loner. This 

image is portrayed throughout the entire film, right from the start. Ethan comes riding up to his brother's home with no 

explanation of where he's been or what he's been doing. He has been out, roaming around, doing whatever he saw fit. We 

see examples of anti-social or anti-conformist behaviors that also contribute to the image of his being a loner that's used to 

being off, fending for himself. For example, during the funeral scene Ethan is eager to get down to business, to get the 

hunt started. He is intolerant of civilized customs and breaks in abruptly ending the funeral with "Put an amen to it. 

There's no more time for praying. Amen."  

http://www.ancestry.com/


 
We also know that Ethan has no wife or children. He has chosen his way of life. Although it is only alluded to, we know 

that Ethan loves his brother's wife. When Ethan is around Martha he is softer. He gives her an affectionate kiss on the 

forehead when he greets her. Her actions toward him are also quite tender. It is apparent that they love one another. 

Because of Ethan's inability to accept "Eastern" ways of civilization and conformity, Martha chose to marry a stable man, 

one ready to settle down and raise a family. When Ethan arrives at his brother's home after the Comanche attack, the first 

person he calls out for is Martha. When he finds her attacked and killed he becomes enraged. When he finds that his 

nieces have been abducted, he is nearly crazed. Another time that we can speculate that he was thinking of Martha is in 

his decision not to kill Debbie when the opportunity is there. I think he realizes that she is the child of the woman he 

loves.  

Ethan may be the hero, but he isn't necessarily the "good guy." It is not directly stated but strongly suggested that Ethan 

has a criminal past that includes bank robbery. Ethan gives his brother "Yankee" money and he pays for information from 

people later on. Money does not seem to be an issue for Ethan.  

We know that Ethan is a seasoned gun-fighter. He has all the essential qualities: ruggedness, strength, speed, intellect and 

a drive to kill. In spite of his hate for the Indians, Ethan knows all about the Comanche beliefs and their way of life. For 

example, when he finds the dead Indian he shoots his eyes out knowing that they believed it would condemn him "to 

wander in the spirit-land forever." Ethan's hatred for Indians is the drive that keeps him going. He is so prejudiced that he 

is unwilling to accept Marty, his brother's adopted son, as family because he's part Indian. Ethan also claims Debbie is no 

longer considered his "blood-kin" because she's been "living with a buck." Ethan's hatred for the Comanche Indians runs 

so deep that he kills buffalo because if they are dead "at least they won't feed any Comanche this winter."  

Ethan is always brave and in control. He lives by his own law and isn't afraid of established law-enforcers. He is strong-

willed and strong-bodied. His family looks up to him. Right before the Comanche attack on the Edwards' farm, Ethan's 

nephew, Ben, says, "I wish Uncle Edwards was here. Don't you, Ma?" The other men respect Ethan as well. When Marty 

wants the opportunity to attempt saving Debbie before a full attack, the go-ahead isn't given until Ethan's approval is 

received. An example of his own self-control is in the Comanche camp when he meets Scar and first sees Debbie. He has 

to keep himself composed in order to handle the situation properly. This shows his ability to plan and think things through 

rather than impulsively acting on emotional responses.  

Very few times do we see Ethan taking other peoples' feelings into consideration. When he finds Lucy, raped and 

murdered, he tries to keep it from her boyfriend. He also tries to get Marty away from Martha's dead body at the Edwards' 

farm. It seems as if he is trying to keep them from having added pain that he sees as unnecessary.  

Throughout the film, Ethan's character is really centered on his racist views, his inability to conform and his drive to 

continue on in the search. He is fueled by anger, hatred and the desire to settle a score. No matter how bad things were 

looking, Ethan was always confident he'd win. When Marty was the one to kill Scar, Ethan seems to feel cheated. As a 

final disrespect, he scalps Scar. Based on the traits and behaviors we've seen, we can speculate that Ethan will continue on 

with his current lifestyle - living alone in a world of anger.  

In contrast, the hero of "Unforgiven," Will Munny (played by Clint Eastwood), isn't a hate-driven, non-conformist. 

Munny is introduced as a weakened, weathered man, a pig farmer struggling to raise his two children. He is a widower, 

left alone to go on in life. Although Munny has been living in a secluded area, we realize he is not the same type of loner 

seen in the other film. The opening of the film gave us background information letting us know that Munny was once a 

different man, "a known thief and murderer, a man of notoriously vicious and intemperate disposition." Will, initially, 

doesn't do anything we view as being vicious.  

William Munny is a loyal man. He shows loyalty and respect for his late wife, attributing his changes for the better to her. 

He tells Pete Sothow's nephew, the Kid, that "I ain't like that anymore Kid….My wife, she cured me of that, cured me of 

drink and wickedness." It is mentioned during the journey that Will hasn't had sex in many years. His response 



 
demonstrates his loyalty to his family and his desire to be respectful in their eyes. Munny says, "The only woman a man 

like me can get is one he'd have to pay for. That ain't right, buying flesh. Claudia, God rest her soul, would never want me 

doing something like that, me being a father and all."  

Unlike Ethan Edwards, Will Munny isn't racist at all. He enlists the help of his old partner - a black man named Ned 

Logan. Munny is very close to Ned and is very loyal to him. Initially, the Kid didn't want Ned to come along on their 

escapade. Will refused to have Ned left out, saying "He's my partner. He don't go, I don't go." Later, when Ned backs out, 

Will still wants him to get his share of the reward money in spite of how the Kid feels about it.  

Will Munny seems remorseful for many of his past actions. He knows he had done wrong and had been lucky to have 

lived through it. He seems to reassure himself throughout the movie that he has changed and that he "ain't like that 

anymore." He refers to his past lifestyle of drinking and gun fighting as wickedness. He tells that images from his past 

continue to haunt him. We see, through these things, that he does have a conscience.  

Munny's drive in deciding to be in on the bounty hunt is only to get the money. Will was very reluctant to revert to this 

type of activity. Only after a hard look at his living conditions and his failing farm, did he decide to follow after the Kid. 

Even though it's shown that he's out of practice, Munny always seems pretty confident. After a bad target practice session, 

Will still tells Ned it "should be easy killing them, supposing they don't go on down the Texas first." Ned reminds him 

how long it's been since he's done something like this. Munny is undaunted by it and proceeds to explain it's a good cause 

because a man had cut a lady. This is an example of the chivalrous code of the Old West - whether she's a whore or not - 

you don't hurt a lady.  

All along the journey to Big Whiskey we see examples of how much Will has forgotten about this sort of life. The 

conditions of traveling made him weak and ill. At one of his worst moments he talks about his fear of dying. When it's 

time to actually follow through with the killings they'd come for, Munny gets placed in the leadership role. Ned realizes 

he can't bring himself to do it and the Kid can't see well enough to shoot from that distance. Munny is left to be the "tough 

guy," the only one able to follow through. Immediately afterward, his human compassion creeps back when the fallen 

cowboy is yelling and begging for water. He can't stand hearing it and yells for his friends to ease his pain as he dies. This 

also reaffirms Munny's drive being the reward money rather than joy derived from the murder. After this incident, 

Munny's long-forgotten gunmen's skills are coming back. He's in a hunter-like position as they go to kill the other man, 

Mike.  

Munny's thoughts always seem based in reality. An example of this is when the Kid admits he's never killed before. Will 

talks to him about killing. He says "It's a hell of a thing, killing a man. You take away all he's got and he's ever gonna' 

have. We all have it comin', Kid." Will has linked drinking with killing throughout the entire movie. After Ned is beaten 

and murdered for crimes he didn't commit, Munny wants revenge. He takes his first drink in many years. Under the 

influence of alcohol, Will becomes stronger and begins searching for vengeance. He is fearless. He goes into the town's 

saloon knowing that Little Bill, the sheriff, would most likely know who he is by now. Even knowing this, he walks in 

confidently. Munny boldly announces his new purpose for being there: "I've killed women and children. I've killed just 

about everything that walked or crawled at some time or another, and I'm here to kill you, Little Bill, for what you did to 

Ned."  

By this point, we are seeing the transformed Will Munny, now as cold and murderous as he had been in the "old days." He 

now invokes fear in the same men who had beaten him. He gives the cowards a chance to leave, telling them "Any man 

don't want to get killed better clear on out the back." Will's outlook at this time is seen right before he kills Little Bill. As 

Little Bill pleads with Will he is cold and emotionless. Little Bill says, "I don't deserve this. To die like this." Will's cold 

response is "Deserve's got nothing to do with it." When Little Bill says he'll see Munny "in hell", Will simply replies 

"Yeah" and kills him.  

As Will leaves the saloon he is still in control and commanding respect from any of the men left alive after the carnage. 



 
He calls out that there better not be anyone to shoot at him. Then, as he leaves town, Will gives one last threat. He tells the 

surviving men that they'd better "bury Ned right" or else he'll " come back and kill every one" of them.  

As the movie concludes, we're taken back to the opening scene. I feel that this symbolizes Will's return to his normal, 

civilized life with his kids. We see him on his farm and going to pay respects to his late wife. He has gone back to the 

civilized life he'd become accustomed to. He returns to his responsibilities as a father and leaves his inebriated killing 

days behind once again. The closing text tells us he later left the area with his kids and its "rumored [that] he prospered in 

dry goods." We can only assume that he's moved on to another place where he can escape his past and start living for the 

future.  

As you can see, both of these highly acclaimed Westerns have heroes that were killers, yet two completely different 

character types. Both men possessed the hard traits required in the Old West. They were rugged and intelligent, they 

understood "gun law", and had the drive to keep going, no matter what the circumstances. The difference between them 

comes from Munny's willingness to adapt to the civilized, cultured "Eastern" ways of life, something we are sure that 

Ethan Edwards would never do.  

 


